Extend the collective impact

of your 2020 event or knowledge program
During 2020 the OECD Observatory of Public Sector Information (OPSI), in collaboration with the European Commission
and a worldwide network of national and sectoral contributing organisations, will convene networks of practitioners,
policy makers, researchers, stakeholders and partners around the world in November for Government After Shock – a
worldwide networked event over two days on 17-18 November with over 33 countries actively participating so far.
To create shared value though existing or planned event programs throughout 2020, we are inviting allied conference and
knowledge program convenors and hosts to join with us in co-convening the 2020 After Shock DIALOGUES NETWORK.

WHY THE NETWORK
IS BEING CONVENED
The co-convening of this 2020 ‘pop-up
network’ is a focused effort to capture
knowledge and expertise across the
global public-purpose ecosystem in a
way that is open and collaborative.
It is for knowledge events, research
initiatives and data gathering across
this year exploring the various aspects
of post-shock in the public-purpose
arena, not solely government.
The 2020 After Shock DIALOGUES
NETWORK provides a way that
diverse public-purpose programs can
be aligned with the OECD OPSI
Government After Shock initiative
while remaining autonomous.
It is an important opportunity during
this unique time to capture the range
of questions, insights, lessons and
future directions being explored
through allied events and initiatives all
over the world.

CAPTURING INSIGHTS
FROM YOUR DIALOGUE
During 2020, the OECD OPSI team
are leading the curation of a portfolio
of collective insights, gathered from
allied events as well as the networked
Government After Shock event. This
includes a prototype space for
collecting and sensemaking
narratives for different futures.
As part of your 2020 NETWORK
participation, you can have content,
guidelines and facilitation to lead an
insight capture process at your event
for a public-sector related session.
Other value includes:
•
•
•

Recognised linkage with an OECD
co-convened global initiative
Optional involvement in the curation
and publishing of insights artefacts
before, during and after the event
A 2020 Insights summary of curated
material following the event, which
can be co-branded for circulation to
your networks.

YOUR EVENT OPTIONS
and #2020AfterShock
AT YOUR DIALOGUE EVENT
•

•

Include a dedicated 2020 After
Shock session in your event,
aligned with the OPSI program.
(More information available.)
Host a segment towards the end
of this session to capture insights,
facilitated virtually by the 2020
After Shock support facilitators.

AFTER YOUR EVENT
•

Host a post-event deliberative
session with a leadership group
to share knowledge and ideas,
again facilitated virtually by the
2020 After Shock team.

CONTACT To discuss what
becoming a member of the
2020 After Shock Network
might involve for your event
program, please contact the
OPSI team at opsi@oecd.org.
CO-DESIGN We could also
explore your involvement in the
2-day Government After Shock
events in November. Join in the
worldwide co-design sessions.
govaftershock@cofluence.co
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